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Abstract
We present a novel framework to exploit privileged information for recognition which
is provided only during the training phase. Here, we focus on recognition task where images are provided as the main view and soft biometric traits (attributes) are provided as
the privileged data (only available during training phase). We demonstrate that more
discriminative feature space can be learned by enforcing a deep network to adjust adaptive margins between classes utilizing attributes. This tight constraint also effectively
reduces the class imbalance inherent in the local data neighborhood, thus carving more
balanced class boundaries locally and using feature space more efficiently. Extensive
experiments are performed on five different datasets and the results show the superiority
of our method compared to the state-of-the-art models in both tasks of face recognition
and person re-identification.

1

Introduction

A multimodal recognition system with multiple modalities, such as the face, fingerprint, and
iris, is expected to be more reliable and accurate due to the utilization of different sources of
information. However, acquisition of this information is costly and a tedious task which can
affect the popularity and ease of using multimodal recognition systems. On the other hand,
there are some informative traits, such as age, gender, ethnicity, race, and hair color, which
are not distinctive enough for the sake of recognition, but still can act as complementary
information to other primary information, such as face and fingerprint. These traits, which
are known as soft biometrics, can improve recognition algorithms performance.
The design of a recognition system comprises two major phases, namely training and
testing. However, in some cases, there are extra information which is only available during
the training phase and is missing during the testing phase. In other words, the training data
is augmented with some extra auxiliary information. For example, in object recognition, the
labeled images may be annotated with texts which can provide semantic information about
the object, or any other extra knowledge, such as the boundary information of an object
which determines the exact location of a specific object [18]. This extra information can be
regarded as an auxiliary to the primary modality of the data. Unlike the domain adaptation
c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: (a) Decision margins of different loss functions for three different classes C1, C2,
and C3 (in blue, yellow, and green, respectively). The dashed line represents the decision
boundary, and the grey areas are the decision margins; (b) The proposed framework employs
attributes information to improve the semantic correlation of the faces in the embedding
space. Top and bottom figures illustrate the deep embedding of faces using the proposed and
conventional methods, respectively.

and transfer learning problems in which the data is similar in both the source and target
domains but statistically different [1, 20], here, the available data in the source domain has
an extra modality which is not available in the target domain.
The concept of learning using privileged information (LUPI) was introduced in [28], for
the first time, under the context of SVM+. In their methodology, the auxiliary data, or privileged information, was employed to predict the slack variables of an SVM classifier [9].
Since then, the idea of using privileged information has been vastly investigated in the literature and has been applied to different applications and contexts, e.g., object localization [5],
facial feature detection [22], and metric learning [6]. A framework was introduced in [18]
to embed the main data into the latent feature subspace such that the mutual information
between the embedded data and auxiliary data is maximized.
Softmax loss is widely used in training CNN features [24], which is specified as a combination of the last fully connected layer, a softmax function and a crossentropy loss [15].
However, features through softmax loss are learned with limited discriminative power. To
address the limitation, various supervision objectives have been proposed to enhance the
discriminativeness of the learned features, such as contrastive loss [23], triplet loss [21],
center loss [32]. In contrast to most of the other loss functions which use Euclidean margin, [3, 16, 31] showed the effectiveness of angular margin to squeeze each class. However,
these methods have an implicit hypothesis that all the classes have sufficient samples to
describe their distributions, so that a constant margin is enough to equally squeeze each
intra-class variations. However this is not the case in many public unbalanced datasets.
Our proposed training scheme has the ability to transfer information from the auxiliary
data and help the network to learn a more discriminative features regarding the primary data
(see Fig. 1 (b)). To this end, we propose a novel loss function, Attribute Adaptive Margin
Softmax Loss (ATAM), to adaptively find the appropriate margins utilizing attributes during
training phase. Specifically, we make the margin m particular and learnable and directly
train the network to find the adaptive margins. We show its important applications to face
recognition and person re-identification. Note such tasks can be assessed under either closed-
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Figure 2: Proposed ATAM loss utilizing privileged attributes.

or open-set protocol. The open-set protocol is harder since the testing classes may be unseen
from the training classes. It usually requires discriminative feature representations with builtin large margins, which are embodied in our approach.
Our method is motivated by the observation that the minority classes often encompasses
very few samples with high degree of visual variability. The scarcity and high variability makes the neighborhood of these samples easy to be invaded by other imposter nearest
neighbors. To this end, we propose to learn an embedding utilizing attributes along with a
novel loss function to ameliorate the invasion. For the purpose of assessment, we study the
problem of face recognition and person re-identification using paired image-attribute data,
while the attributes (i.e., soft biometrics) are only available during the training phase (see
Fig. 2).
The major contributions of the paper are: i) rewriting the angular softmax loss using a set
of inter-class margins, ii) proposing a framework enhanced by auxiliary information to learn
these margins simultaneously during the training, iii) providing an example for the auxiliary
information by means of the discrepancy between the attributes. The performance of the
proposed scheme is evaluated on five different datasets, namely MegaFace [12], YTF [33],
LFW [11], Market-1501 [35], and DukeMTMC-reID [36] datasets. On both of the mentioned tasks, we demonstrate the superiority of ATAM loss with performance on par with the
state of the art.

2

Methodology

In this section we detail our methodology. First we revisit the A-Softmax [16] which maps
faces on the hyperspace manifold. Then we present our proposed attribute adaptive margin
Softmax loss which exploits the attributes to learn more discriminative feature space.

2.1

A-Softmax

Lets begin with the most widely used Softmax loss. The Softmax loss maximizes the posterior probability of each class to separate features of different classes. Its formulation is
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provided as follows:
T

Ls = −

1 N
eWyi zi +byi
log
,
∑
W T z +b
N i=1
∑M e j i j

(1)

j=1

where W j ∈ Rd is the weights of last layer of class j with d dimension and b j ∈ R is the bias
term. zi ∈ Rd is the learned feature of sample i, and yi is the ground truth class label. N and
M are the number of samples and classes, respectively. The inherent angular distribution of
learned deep features by Softmax loss suggests using cosine distance as the metric instead
of using Euclidean distance [16]. Modified Softmax loss normalizes the weights ||Wi || = 1
and zero the biases as follows:
Lm = −

1 N
e||zi || cos(θyi ,i )
log M ||z || cos(θ ) .
∑
j,i
N i=1
∑ j=1 e i

(2)

Given a query point, the model compares its angle with weights of different classes and
select the one with minimum angle. Although the features learned using modified Softmax
have angular boundary, they are not necessarily discriminative enough. SphereFace [16]
proposed a natural way to produce the angular margins through an A-Softmax loss. The
angle between a query point and target class is multiplied by the margin parameter m:
La−s = −

1 N
e||zi ||ψ(θyi ,i )
log ||z ||ψ(θ )
,
∑
yi ,i +
N i=1
e i
∑ j6=y e||zi || cos(θ j,i )

(3)

i

where ψ(θyi , i) is a monotonically decreasing angle function and defined as (−1)k cos(mθyi , i)−
kπ (k + 1)π
], k ∈ [0, m − 1] to compensate for the limitation of θyi , i in
2k, and θyi , i ∈ [ ,
m
m
cos(mθyi , i). While A-Softmax loss manually tune m to squeeze the intra-class variation and
increase the angular distance between different classes, it fails to consider the feature distribution in the hyperspace manifold. Other works such as CosFace [31] and ArcFace [3] also
have similar assumption and consider same distributions for different classes. Thus, they fail
to exploit the holistic feature space. [4, 14] tried to address this limitation by designing a new
loss function and constructing a weighted combination with A-Softmax loss function.
Here, we propose a natural way to learn and tune m in an end-to-end fashion in order
to make the the holistic feature space more discriminative and consider the inter-class space
between different classes via their attributes.

2.2

Attribute Adaptive Margin Softmax Loss

Given an Image I and its specific attribute set a, we propose to learn adaptive margins which
discriminate the holistic feature space and reflects the characteristics of corresponding attribute in the image. If there are k attributes k×(k−1)
margins can be learned in the feature
2
space. The proposed model architecture is composed of a feature extraction branch (CNN)
combined with a small network from attributes. The attribute network is a MLP network
which is responsible for learning margins. Concretely, attribute sets a j , ayi (each of which
has dimensionality of k) related to the specific samples from classes j, yi , respectively, are
fused with simple concatenation and further fed into three subsequent FC layers (MLP network) to obtain the specific margin (m j,yi or myi , j ).
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The margin m is usually set manually in SphereFace [16], and also kept constant during
the training phase. In order to address the problem mentioned above and have a better holistic
feature space, we propose to have a learnable attribute-specific parameter m. The Eq. 3 can
be modified as follows:
LATAM = −

1 N
∑ log
N i=1

e||zi || cos(θyi ,i )
||zi || cos(

e||zi || cos(θyi ,i ) + ∑ j6=yi e

θ j,i
)
m j,yi

,

(4)

where m j,yi is the score that is provided by the attribute network (MLP network) with the
input [a j , ayi ] (where [, ] is the concatenation operation). Note that since we want the margins
to be greater or equal to 1 (myi , j ≥ 1), we normalize the output of MLP network using ReLU
function. Afterwards, this positive score is added to 1 (see Fig 2). This transformation
(ReLU(m j,yi ) + 1) ensures that m j,yi = 1 in the worst case situation. Both of the CNN and
MLP branches are trained jointly using Eq. 4 in an end-to-end fashion.

2.3

Discussion

In this subsection we compare our proposed ATAM loss with Softmax, A-Softmax [16], and
ArcFace [3] as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). For simplicity of analysis, we consider three classes
of C1, C2, and C3.
Softmax decision boundary depends on both magnitudes of weight vectors and cosine of
angles, which results in an overlapping decision area (margin < 0) in the cosine space. The
popular A-Softmax reduces intra-class variations and allocates equal space for each class,
without considering its sample distribution. In contrast to A-Softmax which has a nonlinear
angular margin, ArcFace has a constant linear angular margin throughout the whole interval.
However, it still fails to capture the true distribution of each class in the holistic feature space
leading to not accurate margins between classes.
We introduce learnable attribute-specific margins (m1,2 , m1,3 , and m2,3 in Fig. 1 (a)) by
utilizing the privileged attribute information during the training phase. This loss intrinsically
takes attributes into account in a unified loss function leading to the more discriminative
holistic feature space. The attribute-specific margins discriminate embedding domain into
different clusters and each cluster may have one or more classes. This also embraces the
multimodality of class distribution: it preserves not only locality across the same-class with
different attributes but also discrimination between classes. Hence, it is capable of preserving discrimination in any local neighborhood, and forming local class boundaries with the
most discriminative samples with regards to the attributes (More distant classes contain more
different attributes: class C2 (yellow) is placed between class C1 (blue) and class C3 (green)
due to the more discrepancy between the attributes of C1 and C3 compared to C1 and C2 in
Fig. 1 (a)).
UniformFace [4] and AdaptiveFace [14] also try to make the embedding space more
efficient and discriminative. UniformFace address this by adding another loss function to ASoftmax loss with another hyperparameter in a similar fashion to old joint loss functions (i.e.
different combination of contrastive loss or center loss with softmax). It disperses classes
in the embedding domain uniformly which does not reflect the true underlying distributions
of classes. Adaptive loss also tackles this issue by adjusting margin m adaptively. However,
it also introduce extra hyperparameter λ to jointly train additional loss with the modified
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Method
Beijing FaceAll Norm 1600
Google - FaceNet v8 [21]
NTechLAB - facenx large
SIATMMLAB TencentVision
DeepSense V2
YouTu Lab
Vocord - deepVo V3
CosFace [31]
UniformFace [4]
AdaptiveFace [14]
Softmax
SphereFace [16]
CosFace [31]
ArcFace [3]
ATAM

Protocol MF1 Rank1 MF1 Veri.
Large
64.80
67.11
Large
70.49
86.47
Large
73.30
85.08
Large
74.20
87.27
Large
81.29
95.99
Large
83.29
91.34
Large
91.76
94.96
Large
82.72
96.65
Large
79.98
95.36
Large
95.02
95.61
Large
71.37
73.05
Large
92.24
93.42
Large
93.94
94.11
Large
94.64
94.85
Large
96.51
97.14

Table 1: Face identification and verification evaluation on MF1. “Rank 1” refers to rank-1
face identification accuracy and “Veri.” refers to face verification TAR under 10−6 FAR.
A-Softmax. The additional loss function is taking the average of all classes’ margins leading
to overlooking specific margin for each class.
The proposed loss utilizes the privileged information to learn the margins that are usually
set manually in other loss functions such as cosFace loss. Our method enhances the training
of the feature extractor network in two ways. First, instead of defining a global margin that is
constant for all the classes, it defines k(k-1)/2 margins for the pairs of classes with different
attribute information. Second, we incorporate the attribute information to adaptively control
the inter-class margins and regularize the distribution of the features in the embeddings.
Hence, in contrast to the previous approaches that impose a global prior for the separability
of the class distributions, ATAM enables the training framework to carefully exploit the
auxiliary information to learn the distribution of the features based on a set of adaptive priors
constructed using the local properties of inter-class relationships, i.e., relative discrepancy
of attributes. After the training, we solely use the feature extractor network for the face
recognition/ re-id.

3

Experiments

In this section we conduct extensive experiments on five datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method. First, we describe the implementation setup of the
proposed model in subsection 3.1. Eventually, we compare the proposed ATAM to other
baselines for two tasks of face recognition and person re-identification in subsections 3.2
and 3.3, respectively.

3.1

Implementation Details

We adopt ResNet [8] as the base network of our proposed model. We performed standard
preprocessing on faces. MTCNN [34] is used to detect and align each face via five landmarks
(two eyes, two mouth corners and nose) from train and test sets. Afterwards, we cropped the
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Figure 3: ROC curves for matching face images for different methods on LFW [11].
image into 112 × 112. We also normalized each pixel in RGB images by subtracting 127.5
and then dividing by 128.
All CNN models in the experiments use the same architecture in this paper, which is a 50layer residual network [8]. It contains four residual blocks and finally gets a 512 dimensional
feature by average pooling. The networks are trained using Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) on TITANX GPUs and the batch size is set to fill all the GPU memory. The initial
value for the learning rate is set to 0.1 and multiplied by 0.9 in intervals of five epochs until
its value is less than or equal to 10−6 . All models are trained for 600K iterations.
Training: We trained our model on the refined MSCeleb-1M [7] dataset. MS-Celeb-1M
originally contained about 10M images from 100K identities. We removed the images which
were far away from the class centers to enhance the quality of the training data and cleared
the identities with less than 3 images to diminish the long-tail distribution [2, 3]. The refined
MS-Celeb-1M dataset contained 85K identities with 3.84M images. The face images are
horizontally flipped for data augmentation.
Evaluation Setup: For each image, we extract features only from the original image
as the final representation. We didn’t extract features from both the original image and the
flipped one and concatenate them as the final representation. Therefore, the dimension of the
final representation is 512 for each image. The score is measured by the cosine distance of
two features. Eventually, verification and identification are conducted by thresholding and
ranking the scores.

3.2

Face Recognition: Overall Benchmark Comparisons

Experiments on MegaFace.
MegaFace [12] is one of the most challenging testing benchmark for large-scale face
identification and verification, which intends to assess the performance of face recognition models at the million scale of distractors. The gallery set of MegaFace is a subset
of Flickr photos, contains more than one million face images. The probe sets are two existing databases: FaceScrub [19] and FGNet. The FaceScrub dataset contains 106,863 face
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Method
Training size #Models LFW YTF
Deep Face
4M
3
97.4 91.4
FaceNet
200M
1
99.7 95.1
DeepFR
2.6M
1
98.9 97.3
DeepID2+
300K
25
99.5 93.2
Center Face
0.7M
1
99.3 94.9
Baidu
1.3M
1
99.1 SphereFace
0.5M
1
99.4 95.0
CosFace
5M∗
1
99.7 97.6
6.1M
1
99.8 97.7
UniformFace
AdaptiveFace
5M
1
99.6 Softmax
5M
1
98.8 95.7
5M
1
99.6 96.6
SphereFace
CosFace
5M
1
99.5 96.2
ArcFace
5M
1
99.6 96.8
ATAM
5M
1
99.7 97.9

Table 2: Face verification (%) on the LFW and YTF datasets. “*” indicates although the
dataset of CosFace contains 5M images, it is composed of several public datasets and a
private face dataset, containing about more than 90K identities.

images of 530 celebrities. The FGNet dataset is mainly used for testing age invariant face
recognition, with 1002 face images from 82 persons.
We evaluated the proposed ATAM loss on FaceScrub of MegaFace Challenge 1, including both face identification and verification tasks. We followed the protocol of large training
set as the training dataset contains more than 0.5M images, where the identities appearing
in FaceScrub were removed from the training set. In addition, there are some noisy images
from FaceScrub and MegaFace, hence we used the noises list proposed by [3] to clean it.
We employed an attribute predictor to predict the attributes for the MegaFace training set.
In [17], an ontology of 40 facial attributes are defined. We utilized the predicted attributes
as an input in our proposed ATAM loss. For fair comparison, we implemented the Softmax,
A-Softmax, CosFace, ArcFace, and our ATAM loss with the same architecture. Table 1
shows the results of our models trained on the large protocol of MegaFace. The proposed
model obtains the best performance on both identification and verification tasks, compared
with related methods including SphereFace, ArcFace, and AdaptiveFace. This shows the
effectiveness of the proposed ATAM loss through the final recognition rates on the MegaFace
dataset.
Experiments on YTF and LFW.
We evaluated our proposed model on the widely-used YTF [33] and LFW [11] datasets.
YTF contains 3,425 videos of 1,595 different persons downloaded from YouTube, with different variations of pose, illumination and expression, which is a popular dataset for unconstrained face recognition. In YTF, there are about 2.15 videos available for each person and
a video clip has 181.3 frames on average. LFW [11] is a famous image dataset for face
recognition, which contains 13,233 images from 5,749 different identities. The images are
captured from the web in wild conditions, varying in pose, illumination, expression, age and
background, leading to large intra-class variations.
We followed the standard protocol of unrestricted with labeled outside data [10] to evaluate our model, and reported the result on the 5,000 and 6,000 pair testing images from
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Market-1501
R-1 mAP
PCB [25] (Softmax)
93.8 81.6
MGN [30] (Softmax+Triplet) 95.7 86.9
JDGL [37]
94.8 86.0
APR [13]
84.3 64.7
AANet-50 [27]
93.9 82.5
ResNet50 + AMSoftmax [29] 92.4 83.7
ResNet50 + CircleLoss [26] 94.2 84.9
95.1 86.5
ResNet50 + ATAM
MGN + AMSoftmax
95.3 86.6
MGN + CircleLoss
96.1 87.4
MGN + ATAM
97.1 88.3
Method
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DukeMTMC-reID
R-1
mAP
83.3
69.2
88.7
78.4
86.6
74.8
73.9
55.6
86.4
72.6
83.9
68.5
87.8
77.3
85.7
72.3
89.6
79.1

Table 3: Evaluation of ATAM loss on re-ID task. We report R-1 accuracy (%) and mAP
(%).
YTF and LFW, respectively. From the table 2, we observed that the usage of ATAM loss
boosts the performance of 1.1% on YTF compared to ArcFace with the same training data.
It should be noted that the attributes which are passed to the proposed model during the
training, are noisy due the error in the attribute prediction model. However, our proposed
ATAM could exploit them to make the holistic feature space more discriminative and boost
face recognition performance.

3.3

Person re-identification:

Person re-identification (reID) goal is to spot the appearance of a same person in different
scene. We evaluated our proposed method on two popular datasets, i.e., Market-1501 [35]
and DukeMTMC-reID [36]. Market-1501 contains 1,501 identities, 12,936 training images
and 19,732 gallery images captured with 6 cameras. We utilized 27 attributes such as gender,
hair length, carrying backpack, etc., annotated by [13]. The DukeMTMC-reID dataset for
re-ID has 1,812 identities from eight cameras. There are 1,404 identities appearing in more
than two cameras and 408 identities (distractor ID) who appear in only one camera. We
randomly picked 702 IDs as the training set and the remaining 702 IDs as the testing set. In
the testing set, we select one query image for each ID in each camera and put the remaining
images in the gallery. As a result, we get 16,522 training images with 702 identities, 2,228
query images of the other 702 identities, and 17,661 gallery images. We used 23 attributes
such as gender, wearing hat, wearing boots, carrying backpack, etc., annotated by [13].
We adopted two network architectures, i.e. a global feature learning model backboned on
ResNet-50 and a partfeature model named MGN [30]. We used MGN due to its competitive
performance and relatively concise structure. The original MGN uses a Softmax loss on
each part feature branch for training. MGN [30] is one of the state-of-the-art method which
can learn multi-granularity part-level features. It utilizes both Softmax loss and triplet loss
to facilitate a joint optimization. Following [26], we only used a single loss function in
implementation of “MGN (ResNet-50)+ ATAM loss” for simplicity. In addition, all the part
features were concatenated into a single feature vector. We evaluate ATAM loss on re-ID
task in Table 3.
We make following observations from Table 3. First, comparing ATAM loss against
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state-of-the-art, we find that ATAM loss achieves competitive re-ID accuracy, with a single
loss function and without using auxiliary loss functions. Second, using privileged attributes,
here also improves the accuracy of our proposed model which is consistent with the experimental results on face recognition task. Third, comparing ATAM loss with APR [13] and
AANet-50 [27] methods which utilize attributes both in the training and inference time, we
observe the superiority of ATAM loss.

4

Conclusion

Most existing methods aim to learn discriminative deep features, encouraging large interclass distances and small intra-class variations. However, they ignore the distribution of
different classes in the holistic feature space, which may lead to severe locality and unbalance. Recent deep representation learning methods typically adopt class re-sampling or
cost-sensitive learning schemes. In this paper, we proposed a novel approach which introduces the adaptive margins utilizing attributes to adaptively minimize intra-class variances.
On two major deep feature learning tasks, i.e., face recognition and person re-identification,
our feature learning achieves performance on par with the state-of-the-art. We believe that
our approach could be very helpful for unbalanced data training in practice.
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